
fétial dru
«Ut-ut j m is not fastened to an extension of the scoops 
carr;es carried by a separate frame. 
tpOQ ^ *ts upper corners bearings for the hinge shafts 
lheSe lch the scoops swing, a shaft for each scoop and 
teady Separated by a considerable distance so that the al- 

cur; ^e opening is greatly increased. In addition to 
Steate ^ an unusually wide opening, over 50 per cent. 
a Parti t*jan Mam-shells, this separation of the pivots gives 
whic}l 1?ularly favorable cutting motion, the securing of 
s°rte<j t signers of other types of excavating grabs have re- 
^akage ° COntPound motions obtained by the use of separate 

Qops S Pivoted to both the front and rear corners of the 
^is res°i equivalent mechanism. In the grab shown
Sc°0p U 1 i$ obtained by a simple swinging motion of a 

Cetlt®^iy fixed to one pivot located some distance from 
n„_er. ^ne of the grab. It is evident that this construc- 

rigid bracing of the scoops and

This central frame
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ofopening is desirable in practically 
die wider the area covered the more is

Excavating.
°f k accompanying illustrations give a quite clear idea 
Pat 6 ^eneral features of construction of a new type of 

ented excavating bucket that the Andresen-Evans Com- 
y* Chicago 111 have developed with special reference 

Contractors
because of the large differential drum used for closing 

K; !gllt be confused by some with the ordinary clam-shells 
aave not sufficient digging power to dig many kinds 

ratj*ïlaterial from their original bed. This new grab differs 
c.,Ca ]y from all others that have become familiar to every 
li ractor who has had to do with the excavation or hand- 

^ °f bulk materials. Unlike the clam-shells the differ-
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the scoops by means of the four two-part closing chains seen 
in the illustrations.

The opening of this grab is done in the same manner 
as with a clam-shell by simply releasing the brake on the 
closing line drum and holding the opening line, but unlike 
the clam-shell, all of the weight of the grab is suspended 
from the opening chains and therefore effective in securing

quick action and insuring its opening to the limit permitted 
by the length of the closing chains which serve also as limit 
stops.

The digging of fine compacted sand from under water 
has heretofore proven an especially difficult task in many

AUDRESEN-EVANS grab buckets.
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Mr. Wason calls attention to the wide variety in the unit securing of a full grab, but the most noticeable advantage
^°sts) due in part to the different classes of buildings. He secured by this element comes in cleaning up barges and

So P°ints out the desirability of more careful and accurate like conditions where it saves a large amount of hand labor.
°ds of estimate, such as are being followed by experi

enced
As stated before, the differential drum is carried by a 

separate frame and not from extensions of the scoops. The 
effort of the closing rope is transmitted from this drum to

contractors.
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